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ABSTRACT

On conjectural grounds wa^naavirfe an equation that provides a very good

approximation for the critical temperature of the fully-anisotropic homogeneous ! 1)

quenched bond-random q-state Potts ferromagnet in triangular and honeycomb lattice».

Almost all the exact particular results presently known for the square, triangular

and honeycoub lattices are recovered; the numerical discrepancy is quite small for

the few exceptions. Sone predictions that we believe to be exact are made explicice

as well.
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I_. INiKUDUCliON

A certain effort is presently being devoted to the study of randora models, in

particular the quenched bond-random q^-state Potts mojel (characterized by the

Hani I ton I an ̂ V - -q I j 6 whl2re O j . l, 2, . . . , q for all sites)
i,j J °i °J

In regular lattices (sec Southern and Thorpe 1979, Tsallis 1981a,1983, de Magalh.Tcs

et al 1982 and references therein; for an excellent review see Wu 1982). The

discussion of this class of models being very conplex only a few exact facts are

known so far. In particular, the exact critical points for the pure model as well

as the uniting critical slopes for the bond-dilute model have already been

established for sotae two-dimensional lattices (Baxter et al 1978, Burkhardt and
i

Southern 1978, Hintertnann et al 1978, Southern and Thorpe 1979, Tsallis 1982, Wu and

Stanley 1982).

In the present paper we are concerned with a very general ferromagnetic model

in which we associate arbitrary (and independent) probability laws for the coupling

constants along the three crystalline axes of the triangular and honeycomb lattices.

We focus on the critical tenperatures T of these two cases. By following along

the conjectural lines of Tsallis 1981 (a quite detailed discussion of the square

lattice case) and Tsallis 1983 (a preliminary discussion of the triangular lattice

case), we propose relatively simple equations for T t which presumably are

excellent approximations as they recover a considerable amount of exact particular

results.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we Introduce a convenient

formalifin and in Sections ITI and IV we discuss the triangular and honeycomb ca$es,

respectivoly

11. FORMALISM
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In this section we present convenient nomenclature and retnttons that will be

further on. Let us first introduce (Domb 1974) a bond variable, referred to a«

mal lf.«ns«rt«sivltv (Tsallts and Levy 1980,1981 and references therein; see alao

Yeomans and Stineltcoobc 1980), through the definition

-qJ/kBT q / R

t 5 11 - e B J/(l + <q - l)e B JelO,tJ. (1)

If we consider two bonds with coupling constants J, and J* ve obtain, for the

equivalent transmWeivity t of a scries array,

t, - tltv (2)

and, for the tran»»issivity x. of a parallel array,

- 2)txt2]/[l + (q - D

The latter can be rewritten in a series-like fora as follows

rp tl t2'

where

(5)

and where D stands for "dual."

If J is * random variable «nd P(J) the associated distribution law, then
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the d is t r ibu t ion IAW for t , notated Q(t) , i s given by

QCt)

The corresponding law QD(tD) in the t°-variable Is given by

Q ( ^
J» \i*(q-1)tB/

The distribution law Q,(t) associated with a series array of two bonds with

distribution laws (^(t) and Q2(t) is given by

dt1 j dt2 V '

- f (dt'/f) Ql(t*)Q2(t/t') - Qj © Q2- <8>

This product (from now on referred to as series-product or s-product) recovers, for

q*l, that introduced in Tsallls 1981b. Furthermore, it recovers, for

Qj U ) - 6 (t - ti) <i»l,2>, Eq. (2). We can verify that the s-product is closed

(i.e., It preserves the norm), commutative, associative, admits neutral element

(namely 6 (t - 1)), but not inverse, i.e., its structure is that of an abellan

BOnoid (semigroup with neutral element); as a matter of fact it is easy to prove

(through the transformation t = e"x) that It is isomorphic to the convolution

product.

If our array is a parallel one the associated law Q (t) Is given by
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Qp(t) - dt dt Q (t )Q (t )6 t - - i - i U-
J 1 j 2 1 1 Z 2 |_ U(q-1)tjt2 J

. f dt,My*>t'-(g-i)t'» (t<) r t-f ,
> [U(q-2)f-(q-1)tt'I» ' 2l Uiq-aJt'-iq-Dtt* J

(9)

This product (from now on referred to as parallel-product or p-product) has the sane

structure as the s-product, the neutral element now being £ (t); it recovers

algorithm (3) and the p-product introduced in Tsallls 1981b as particular cases. It

is straightforward to prove that

Q 2 )
D

thus generalizing Eq. (4) and exhibiting the Isomorphism between the s- and

p-products.

It is clear that algorithms (8) and (9) allow the calculation of any two-rooted

graph (or array) sequentially reductible by series and parallel operations (e*g»,

that of Fig. 1).

Before closing this section, let us introduce (Tsallis 1981a, Alcaraz and

Tsallis 1981, and Tsallis and de MagalhSes 1981) another convenient variable
-' 1

through

s<t) 3 lnti + (q - l)t]/ln q e 10,1]. (H)

It satisfies the following remarkable property:
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sD(t) r s ( t D ) - 1 - s ( t ) , (12)

I.e., 8 t/an£jFortas, under duality, ltke a probability^, this fact plays an

important role in the conjerlure we shall present later on. Note also that s

coincides with t In the limit q—>1. The distribution la» R(s) in the

«^variable is related to Q(t) through:

R(s) - [qsln q/(q - t)} Q [(q8 - )/(q - 1)J. (13)

the distribution law associated with s is given by

R D(s D) - R<1 - s D ) . (14)

IH_. JRIANGULAR LATTICE

Let us consider n tr; irtgular lattice to the bonds of which we associate q-state

Potts ferromagnetic interactions. The corresponding coupling constants J along

the three crystalline axes arf> respectively and Independently distributed according

to the laws Pk(J) (k-1,2,3). Through Eqs. (6) and (13) these laws jnivocally

determine (Q^(t)} and (Rk(s)}- This quite general tnodel presents a phase

transition at a teripor.Uure T which is still unknown (excepting for sonc

particular casor. dcsc-rlS.MÍ later on). Before stating our proposal for this

quantity, let or. briefly consider the pure case (i.e., Qi,(t) " 6 (t - t.)). The

tr«nsmissivitios t and ty respectively associated with the three-rooted

graphs in Figs. 2(a) and 2(h) can he calculated by using the break-collapse method

(Tsallis and Levy 1981), and arc given by
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ttt *t2t • t t 1 * ( q - 3 ) t t t

tVD(tJ.t°,t°) - tjtjtj. (16)

It is easy to verify that the equation

provides the exact critical point (Baxter et al 1978, Burkhardt and Southern 1978,

Hinternann £t al 1978). This is essentially a compact way of performing the

standard duality and star-triangle transformations.

Let us now go back to the general case where we replace, in Fig. 2(a), {t. }

by (Qk(t)} and, in Fig. 2(b), {t£} by {Q£<tjJ)}. The distributions Q^ (t)

and QyD(t^) respectively associated with the triangle and star graphs are given by

" ÍÍÍ (IS)

and

[ l

These distributions unlvocally determine, through use of.definitions (1) and (11)

and inversion of Eq». (6) and (13), f^ (J), P V D(J
D), R^ (•) and K^itP) [JD

and tD satisfy Eq. (1)J. Note that (a) Q Y D is in general different froo (Q y)
D
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where Qy is obtained by associating, with the star graph, {Q^} instead of

{(£}, (b) Q Y U - Q J © <§ O Q§; (C) the particular case Q3(t) - 6 (t)

(square lattice) leads to Q^ - QL © Q2 and Q Y 0 • QJ © Qj " CQX <g> Q 2 )
D ;

the particular case Q3(t) • 6 (t - 1) leads to Q A - Qx(g) Q2 » (QJ <§) Q J )

and QyD(t
D) - 6 <t D).

By conjecturally extending Eq. (17) we propose, for the critical temperature

Tc of the general model, the equation

<s>YD, (20)

where

f l f l

S I ds 8 R (8) - dt {ln[l + (q - l)t]/ln q} Q A (t)
Jo 'o

1 ~ dJ iln[l + (q - l)e * C]An q} P.CJ), (21)
Jo i

and

5 f d s V ^ i . 0 ) - | dtD {ln[l + (q - l)cD/ln q} QYD(t
D)

foe -qj /k T

dJD {ln[l + (q - l)e B C]/ln q} P Y D(J
D).

Be.,. « _ . .Dv

22)

We shall exhibit that Eq. (20) recovers almost all the «xac£ particular results

presently known; it fails however with respect to the pure Potts limiting «lope for

the "bond-dilute model. The çxacjç asyapcotic behavior in the pure percolation limit

of the bond-dilute model is recovered, and this is so because, in Eq. (20), we have
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aveiagod the s-variable (Instead of t, for instance); sec Levy et ai 1980, Tsallis

1981(a), de MagalhSes et ai 1982.

Let us first consider the q—>1 limit (hence »-t): we verify that Eq. (20)

leads to

3

n <t>o - l - o, (23)

where

1

o

Consequently Eq. (20) satisfies the Kasteleyn and Fortuin 1969 theorem [the q—>1

Potts ferronagnet is isororphic to bond percolation with t. • 1 - e (see

Eq> (1))] as Eq. (23) precisely reproduces the form of the bond percolation critical

exact equation (Sykes and Essam 1963)

3 3

I p k - n ̂  - l - 0. (25)
k"i k*l

For the particular case QR(t) - 6(t - tk) (k-1,2,3), Eq. (20) clearly leads,

for all q, to the exact Eq. (17). Further moire we consider the following

generalized bond-dilute model:

Pk(J) - (1 - pk)6 (J) + PfcPníJ) (k-1,2,3), (26)

r

where the laws ^ ( J ) satisfy, besides the norm condition
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f dJ?k(J) - 1,

the restriction

l io
e—>0

dJP.(J) - 0 (28)

(i.e., ^ ( J ) does not grow, in the limit J — > 0 , as 1/J or faster). It Is

clear that this nodel must lead in the limit T — > 0 and for «11 q, to the bond

percolation Eq. (25). This is precisely what Eq. (20) provides, the asymptotic

behavior being

k«=l

L i r
TnT u , ( 1 " p i p j ) p k d V k ( V e ' (29)

For the particular isotropic case Pk • p and \{\) - 6 (JR - J) t V k, this

equation provides

p.p • In q/pc(q - 1), (30)de /dp

where p denotes the bond percolation critical probability» Eq. (30) is known to

be exact (Southern and Thorpe 1979). As a matter of fact we believe that Eq. (29)

t* ex«£Ç. ÍSH. *ht 8£nor-^Â*e_4 ̂ J^âZ^-JHí^ ™*4ll (8ee Teallis 1981* for a «imilar

situation in the square lattice). A different situation is found at the opposite

limit (maximum Tc> honre p k~>l,*k) of the oodel determined by Eq. (26). In

the case ^ ( J ) • 6 (J - Jk) the limiting Tc i« exact, but its asynptotic
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behavior is wrong for all q^l, as can bo exhibited for the particular isotropic

case mentioned above. The error Is however very small for 1 < q <̂  4 (we recall

that for q > 4 the transition is a first order one (Baxter 1973))» Eq* (20)

provides

[dTc(p)/dpJ I

1.2472... (1.2472... j 02 error) for q-1

1.1925... (1.1877... ; 0.402 error) for q-2

1.1634... (1.1506... , 1.1U error) for q-3

1.1447... (1.1246... ; 1.79Z error) for q-4

(31)

\

where, between parenthesis, we have indicated the exact results (Southern and Thorpe

1979) as well as the discrepancies.

These discrepancies being quite small, we can consider Eq. (20) to be an .

approximation for Tc good enough for a great variety of purposes. In particular

It leads, for the isotropic bond-dilute model, to

3p ln[l + (q - l)t] - p3 ln[l + (q - l)t3] - In «, (32)

which, for q~2, recovers the «normalization group result presented In

de Magalhães et ai 1982 (Eq. (11) therein); let us stress that Eq. (32) is exact in
• t

both, critical point and derivative in the p—>p limit but only in the critical

point in the p—>1 limit.

Before concluding this section, let us mention that Eq. (20) generalizes the

Tsallis 1981a proposal for the square lattice. Indeed if we consider the particular

case P3(J) - 6 (J) Eq. (20) can be rewritten as
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1 ® P2 *2
(33)

hence.

<s>p - <s>pD , (34)
Pl 2

hcnc#.

<s>p + <s>p - 1, (35)
*1 2

which precisely is F.q. (13) in Tsallis 1981(a). It is worthwhile to recall that,

with respect to T f Zq. (35) exact_ly_ satisfies (a) the Kasteleyn and Fortuin 1969

theorem in the limit q~>l, (b) the equal probability model (see Fisch 1976), (c)

the bond-dilute model in the T —>0 limit (both the liai.U and the asymptotic

behavior), (d) the bond-dilute model in the pure Potts limit (only the Unit; It

slightly falls in the asymptotic behavior for q/1).

IV. HONEYCOMB LATTICE

The honeycomb lattice being the dual of the triangular lattice, this section

closely follows the preceeding one. Now th> laws \(J) (k-1,2,3) are to be

associated with the three crystalline directions of a honeycomb lattice. The

tranfimisslvlties ty and t^ D respectively corresponding to Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)

are given by

( 3 6 )
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It is easy to verify that the pure Potts model l*u(.í) • 6 (J - JOffk) exact

critical point (Baxter et al 1978, Burkhardt and Southern 1978, Hintermann «t «1

1978) is now provided by the equation

t Y - t A D .

For general laws {?y(3)}, Eqs. (36) and (37) are respectively extended Into

QY(t) - Í [ f l Ü dtkQk(tk)l 5 [t - ty(t1,t2,t3)l O9>

• í í Í ' j , " ^ <40>

Note that (a) Qy - Qj © Q2® Q3; (b) the particular case Qj(t) - i ( t - X)

(square lattice) leads to Qy - Qx Q> Q2 and Q^ D * Qj © Q î (c) the

particular case Q3(t) • 5 ( t ) leads to QY •! 6 (t) and

Q AD - Q? <D Q2 " « i © Q2)D-

The proposal for T yiil now be

<s>v-<8>An>

where
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f l f !
r> Y= di; s K (.;) - | di (]n[l •» (q - l)tj/ln q} 0 (t)

'o J«

(42)- 1 -I dJ {ln(l + (q - l)c ]/ln q} PY(J),

and

= f dsD.DR A D ( S
D ) - Í d

} o ; o
= f d s . R A D ( S ) - Í dt

D {lnll + <q ~ DtDJ/ln q} Q
D

o ; o

— aJ /k T
(q - l)e B Cj/ln q} P

(the definitions of the quantities RY> p R D and P.JJ «re self explanatory

vlthin the adopted notation).

As for the trlanpular l«ttice case, Eq. (41) recovers almost all the exact

particular results presently knovu; it fails however with respect to the pure Potts

limiting slop»' for the bond-dilute mo-i-A. The q—>1 Unit'provides

L <t>0 <t>0 - n <t>0 - 1 - 0, (A4)

which precisely reproduces the form of the bond percolation critical exact equation
/ 1

(Sykes and Essarn 1963),

0> (*5)

and therefore the Kasteleyn and Fortuin 1969 theorem Is satisfied»

If we consider Che model characterized by Eq. (26), Eq. (41) leads, in the
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l c « - > 0 H a l t , to

f r -iWc
"* l)/lti q] L (p. + p. • PiPi'Pv I dJ^ry(Jk)* C*w)

Por the particular isotropic case Pk - p and Pk(Jk) - «J (Jk - J) (fit), this

equation provides the exact result (Southern and Thorpe 1979), namely Eq. (30), p

now being the critical probability corresponding to the honeycomb lattice. As for

the triangular lattice case, wo believe that Eq. (46) is exact for the

bond-dilute »odel. This is not so for the opposite limit (maximum T hence

pk—>l,Vk) of this model. In particular for the case \(J) "• 6 (J «* Jj,) the

limiting Tc is exa£t, but not the asymptotic behavior for q ̂  1» For the

particular Isotropic ca«e we obtain, from Eq.

j1.7770— (1.7770... ; OX error) for q*l

ll.5993... (1.5782... ; 1.372 error) for q-2
(dT (p)/dpj I x - ( (47)

p J1.5H2... (1.4659... ; 3.3OX error) for q-3

1.4609... (1.3863... ; 5.392 error) for q-i

Where» between parentheses, we have Indicated the exact results (Southern and Thorpe

1979) as veil as the discrepancies. It is straightforward to obtain» from Eq. (41),

the whole critical line;

3p2(»-p) lnil • <q-l)t2] • p3 lnjl + 3(q-l)t2 + (q-l)(q-2)t3j • In q. (48)
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Ihls equation recovers, for q«2, the rcnoon-iHxat Ion çtoui» ri»«u1t proftunted In

dc Mnj.rthSo» et al 1982 (Eq. (14) therein); let us stress th.it Eq. (48) is exact In

both critical point and derivative in the p—*>p liotlt, but only_ in th« critical

point in the p~->l limit.

The square lattice result (Eq. (35)) can be reobtained by taking

Q3(t) • Í (t - 1) in Eq. (41).

V. CONCLUSION •

The fully-anlsotropic homogeneous quenched bond*randoo q-state Pott*

ferron.ijjnct is a fairly general model, and its critical temperature T jg unknown

for all lattices with dimensionality higher than one» However, a certain amount.of

particular exact results art already available for some lattices such as the

triangular and honeycomb ones. Following along the conjectural lines of Tssllis

19Sl(a) we propose equations for T (Eq. (20) for the triangular lattice and

Eq. (41) for the honeycomb; both equations contain the Tsallis I98l(a) proposal for

the square lattice as particular case) which are believed to provide numerically

excellent approximations (at least for 1 < q <> 4; they are exact for q*l)>

They both satisfy the kasteleyn and Fortuin 196? theorem, which is herein expressed

In a quite general form (the q — H Unit of the quenched bond-randots Pott*

/•rrooa^net 1* isonorphlc to bond percolation). They both recover the exact X

for the ani$otropic (arbitrary non-negative 3^, J2 and Jj) pure Potts model and

che exact percolation critical surface (In*the. p^ •• p 2 ** P3 •p»ce) ifl the Tfi—>0

limit of a generalized bond-dilute model (characterized by Eq. (26)). Furthermora,

they provide new particular assymptotic behaviors (Eq. (29) for the triangular

lattice, and Eq. (46) for the honeyconb on*), which ar-e possibly exact/., Finally,

for the standard lsotropic bond-dilute sodel, they provide simple analytical
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i'ona (Kq. (32) for tlio ti í iiv.'»1 1!' l'tttr<- «iii! K<j. (AS) for the howyvouh

i» although, not exact (in ttio p• • >j» limit both the critical point and

asymptotic behavior are exact, but in the p—>1 limit only the critical point la

exa^t, the corresponding asymptotic behavior presenting a numerically small

failure), can be useful for several purposes as long as the exact equations remain

unkttovn; the bt2«est estinnted error (in the t-variable) they Introduce presumably

occurs uidway between p » p and p*l and increases from OX for q»l to about

IX for the triangular lattice (0.5% for the honeycomb lattice) for q-4.
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CAPTION'S FOR FIGURES

Fig. 1 - Two-rooted >;, r.-»ph. o denotes the roots or terminal

nodes;» é ono '.<»<• the internal nodes.

Fig. 2 - Three-rooted graphs. The t's arc the associated

transmissivitics (D stands for "dual"; see Eq. (5)).

The pair a-b (c-d) is the relevant one for the triaii

pillar ( h o n e y c o m b ) l a t t i c e .
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